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Abstract

In this project, we are interested in performing temporal link prediction over the uniquely structured social network underlying the on-line content sharing service Pinterest. Utilizing a newly released Pinterest dataset, we aim to predict “follows” and “pinned” relationships between user-board and pin-board node pairs, respectively. To accomplish this goal, we examine the efficacy of both proximity-based and supervised learning solutions, and propose a novel approach that takes advantage of the temporal structure of the Pinterest graph while integrating standard techniques used in link prediction. Our results are notable, with our trained models over temporal features obtaining substantial performance in predicting both types of relationships in the network. Our models additionally exhibit the ability to abstract transitive edges between unrelated nodes, thus indicating an understanding of higher-order relationships in the graph. We believe our findings are significant, and we look forward to continued research in this area.

1 Introduction

Link prediction is a remarkably rich and diverse domain in network analysis. It is uniquely challenging because it necessitates that computational models obtain a deep abstraction of local and long-range nodal interactions over time. There a tremendous number of applications associated with this domain, from enhancing recommendation systems, to modeling gene interactions, to discovering latent interactions between unrelated members of communities. Additionally, the ability to predict network structure at an arbitrary point in the future is highly pertinent in other networking challenges, including, but certainly not limited to, modeling the natural evolution of networks, graph completion, and forecasting the effects of a viral event or major network cascade.

We can now broadly frame the challenge of link prediction as follows: Given a snapshot of a graph \( G = \langle V, E \rangle \) at time \( t \), can we predict what new links are formed between \( t \) and \( t' \), where \( t' > t \)? There are several key challenges associated with this problem. A sophisticated model, for instance, must be sensitive to local interactions between individual nodes while being cognizant of the overall structure of the graph. It must also be responsive to different timescales and the rate of edge formation – a Pinterest user, for instance, may not follow a certain board in the next day, but may perhaps do so in the next week. Such a model must additionally be robust to outliers and must elegantly handle the inherent problem of class imbalance, where we often have more pairs of nodes that are disconnected rather than connected.

In this project, we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first publicly accessible approach to investigate link prediction over the graph underlying the increasingly popular Pinterest social network. In particular, we define a novel, unified approach that integrates the temporal information of the graph with link prediction techniques specifically suited for the Pinterest data. Our challenge however differs from the standard link prediction problem in a number of ways. First, our network is not static; we are interested in how the network changes over time, and how the addition/removal of edges in the network affects the probability that two nodes will be linked. Second, we have many layers of interactions and nodes in our graph – we have separate classes of nodes for boards, pins and users, as well as separate edges for the relationships between these three entities. Finally, there is a unique structure to our graph, where, for instance, all edges have exactly one board as an endpoint, and there are never edges between nodes of the same type. Coming up with an algorithm that is sensitive to all of these defining features is thus key.

2 Previous Work

Though, as mentioned, there are no published examples of link prediction over the Pinterest social network, a significant amount of prior work has been published across the domain of link prediction as a whole. In general, there are two main classes of link
prediction techniques: proximity-based methods and learning-based methods (Li et al., 2015). A selection of pertinent works from these areas is detailed below.

2.1 Proximity-Based Methods

The main motivation behind proximity-based approaches is the idea that the “closer” two unlinked nodes are to each other, the more likely these two nodes will eventually be linked in the future. These methods generally rely on the topological structure or associated meta-data of the graph to assign scores to candidate pairs of nodes.

A key work in this area is Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg’s seminal paper, which examines the efficacy of various proximity based measures over co-authorship networks extracted from arXiv (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2007). To approach their problem, they experiment with three types of scoring functions: neighbor-based metrics, such as number of common neighbors and the Adamic-Adar score; path-based metrics, such as the Katz function and the length of the shortest path; and matrix-approximation metrics, which normally make use of low-rank versions of the adjacency matrix as a form of noise reduction. Using these methods, they obtain results that provide significant improvement over a random baseline, though in absolute terms the overall performance is still coarse. Some limitations to this paper are that each scoring function is tested in isolation from the others, and the authors do not take advantage of prior knowledge of the particular structure of the co-authorship graph, which we imagine would be useful information.

Unlike the previous approach, Soares et al. propose a proximity-based method that relies on the temporal information of the network to calculate a similarity score between pairs of nodes (Soares and Prudêncio, 2013). They define a temporal event as follows: given two consecutive frames of a graph \( G_t \) and \( G_{t+1} \), a temporal event is an event occurring between the two frames that affects the connectedness of any pair of nodes in the graph. They then compute proximity scores as a summation over all temporal occurrences seen during the transitions between frames in a given history. The results of applying this method to the arXiv dataset showed that the temporal-based model outperformed comparative static-analysis link prediction systems, including the common-neighbor, Adamic-Adar, and Jaccard Coefficient estimates. They also demonstrated the intuitive property that more recent events have a larger influence on node linkages than older ones. There are several logical extensions to this method, such as using topological and temporal proximity features together, as well as learning the weights for these scores automatically instead of choosing score thresholds manually.

2.2 Learning-Based Methods

Unlike proximity-based methods, which use hand-crafted scoring functions to determine the relatedness of two nodes, learning-based approaches automatically learn the appropriate weights to assign to a set of input features.

In Link Prediction using Supervised Learning (2006), Hasan et al. formulate the link-prediction problem as that of binary classification, where, given a pair of nodes \( u, v \), the goal is to determine whether this instance belong to a positive or negative class, where “positive” implies there is an edge between the vertices, and “negative” implies otherwise. They train a variety of classifiers, including SVMs, Multilayer Perceptrons, Decision Trees, K-Nearest Neighbors, and Naïve Bayes models over the co-authorship network, using features such as keyword overlap, sum of papers published, clustering coefficient, and shortest path distance. Their results demonstrate that supervised approaches generally outperform proximity measures alone, with their fine-tuned SVM with a Gaussian kernel obtaining the highest performance. The authors also note that bagging (ensembling classifiers) does greatly enhance the predictive power of the models – the conclusion is that the feature selection is the bottleneck in accuracy rather than the classifiers themselves (Al Hasan et al., 2006).

Bliss et al. provide an alternative to the standard learning-based methods described above by proposing an evolutionary algorithm (Bliss et al., 2014). They extract a set of 16 features from the Twitter social network, and use the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) as an optimization strategy to learn a linear predictor. This method is essentially a genetic algorithm that initializes weights to random values, adds in mutations to get new candidate weights, and filters out candidates based on a fitness function. Applying this procedure iteratively, the authors find that an evolved predictor outperforms all other combined and individual features on the training data, as well as other machine-learning methods such as binary decision trees. Of course, one major limitation is the assumption of linearity and susceptibility to local optima – this assumption may not hold over the Pinterest dataset, and it might be necessary to use either neural nets or non-linear classifiers to obtain reasonable performance.

In the final paper that we examine, Davis et al. are concerned with performing link-prediction across
heterogeneous networks (Davis et al., 2011), where the input graph has different types of nodes and edges. Davis et al. approach this problem by propounding a multi-relational link approach (MRLP), which essentially counts occurrences of different types of triads, and probabilistically estimates how likely a new edge between candidate pair $u, v$ will complete a triad of a certain type. These probabilities form a score that can be used in unsupervised contexts or as features in a supervised algorithm. They evaluate their method on three datasets: a YouTube network consisting of users with five possible types of relationships to other users; a Disease-Gene network, with two node types and four types of interactions between them; and a climate network with seven distinct edge types. Although they do demonstrate improvements with their method for both the supervised and unsupervised experiments, these improvements are only marginal. We nevertheless believe that this method could be used as an inspiration for our approach towards link prediction over Pinterest given the network’s heterogeneous nature. In particular, this paper informs us that we must derive features and models that are especially suited to the structure of our network.

3 Technical Approach

In this section, we now describe the various methodologies that we apply to our task. In particular, we first highlight the baseline proximity measures used to perform basic link prediction, and then discuss our more advanced method that utilizes temporal information. Section 4 describes our experiments and evaluations, and Section 5 provides a more qualitative analysis of our results.

3.1 Dataset

For our dataset, we make use of a subset of the newly released Pinterest network kindly provided by the CS224W course staff. The dataset contains all food-related boards and pins created between February 2010 to December 2014 (thus spanning nearly five years). The schema of the dataset is as follows:

- **Pinner**: UserID. Count: 18.0M
- **Food Boards**: BoardID, BoardName, Description, UserID, CreatedTime. Count: 12.5M
- **Pins**: CreatedTime, BoardID, PinID. Count: 736.0M
- **Follows**: BoardID, UserID, CreatedTime. Count: 48.3M

As we can see, there are three distinct types of links that we can infer from this data. The first is the (User - Board) relationship, in which an edge extends from a user to a board if the user follows that board. The second is the (Board - User) link, which occurs when a board has been created by a user. Finally, there are (Pin - Board) edges, which describe if a pin has been attached to a particular board (note that a single pin can be attached to multiple boards). Since a board can only have one ‘create’ edge extending from it – which is formed upon the insertion of the board into the graph – we only concern ourselves with predicting ‘follows’ and ‘pinned’ links in the graph.

To understand the structure of the data, we have produced plots of the degree distribution of boards for the two relevant edge types:

![Figure 1: Distribution of pins per board (left) and users following a board (right).](image)

As we can see, there are approximately 15 pins per board, and sometimes several thousands of users following a single board. To gain a better insight into the temporal structure of our data, we plot the change in the amounts of user activity and new board “follows” on a quarterly basis:

![Figure 2: Number of new boards and new user activity over time.](image)

As we can see, beginning in the first half of 2013, Pinterest begins to grow very active, which makes it a useful time period for analysis.

3.2 Constructing the Graph and Data

One of the key components of our project is finding a sensible and appropriate representation of the Pinterest network for our models. We ultimately decide
to build an undirected and unweighted graph, since this will allow us to run a variety of standard link prediction models and compare their results more effectively. In section 3.5, we explore an alternative representation that yields some interesting insights.

Given this undirected network representation $G$, we now would like to define a training and testing set over which to evaluate our models. Let us first define time intervals $t_0, t_1, t_2, t_3$, such that $t_0 < t_1 < t_2 < t_3$. Let us then define the graph $G_{\text{train}} = \langle V, E \rangle$ as the set of nodes and edges created during the training interval $T_{\text{train}} = [t_0, t_1]$. Let us also define $G_{\text{test}}$ over time period $T_{\text{test}} = [t_2, t_3]$ as a set of nodes $V' = V$ and a set of edges $E'$ formed over $T_{\text{test}}$, such that $\forall e \in E$, $e \notin E'$. Our goal is to predict members of $E'$ given $G_{\text{train}}$. An important note to make here is that we are ignoring the arrival/removal of any nodes between the training and testing graphs – as in (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2007), we thus only predict links that form between existing nodes.

Given $G_{\text{train}}$ and $G_{\text{test}}$, we then sample pairs of nodes from $G_{\text{train}}$ and $G_{\text{test}}$ that serve as training and testing examples, respectively. To construct a training set $X_{\text{train}} = \{(u_1, v_1), \ldots, (u_n, v_n)\}$ of $n$ examples, we sample $n/2$ positive and $n/2$ negative examples from $G_{\text{train}}$, where a pair is given a positive label if an edge exists between its constituent nodes, and a negative label otherwise. To construct a testing set $X_{\text{test}}$ of $m$ examples, we sample $m/2$ positive examples, where $(u, v) \in E'$ and $(u, v) \notin X_{\text{train}}$. We also sample $m/2$ negative examples, where each $(u, v)$ that is chosen satisfies $(u, v) \notin E'$, $(u, v) \notin E$, and $(u, v) \notin X_{\text{train}}$.

3.3 Extracting Proximity Features

Once we have constructed a list of training and testing examples for our models, the next step is to extract a set of scores or features. That is, for every example node pair $u, v$, we compute a scoring function $f(u, v)$. We can use these feature functions individually as independent scoring functions, or we can learn weights over their values that will allow more nuanced predictions. In this section, we thus define several of these basic feature/scoring functions we use in our experiments.

- **Number of Common “Neighbors”** This feature as originally formulated is not well-defined over the bipartite-like structure of the Pinterest network. That is, users and boards, and pins and boards, can never share common neighbors. To rectify this, we can define an approximate neighborhood for node $u$ as all vertices that are of length 2 away from $u$ – then we can apply the metric as usual by computing the intersection of this set with direct neighbors of $v$.

- **Preferential Attachment** The product of the number of immediate neighbors of $u$ and $v$. The intuition behind this feature is that the higher the degree of the two nodes, the more generally likely it is that they will be connected in the future.

- **Shortest Distance** The shortest possible distance between $u$ and $v$ on the graph.

- **Number of paths of length 3** Length 3 is a special value since it is the minimum number of links that a user or pin must traverse to reach an unconnected board. We thus expect that the more number of short paths that exist between a pair of candidate nodes, the more likely it is that they will eventually be connected.

- **Jaccard Coefficient** Measures the similarity of two nodes $u$ and $v$ by the proportion of the neighbors of $u$ who have interacted with the same node $v$ (and vice versa).

- **Adamic-Adar measure** Formalizes the notion that nodes which share a common neighbor of low degree are more similar than nodes that share a common neighbor of high degree. Calculated by summing the inverse of the degree of the common neighbors $z$ of nodes $u$ and $v$ (where we use the definition of “common neighbor” earlier).

- **Mean of Neighbor Degrees** Finds the average degree of $u$’s neighbors, the average degree of $v$’s neighbors, and sums them.

- **Standard Deviation of Neighbor Degrees** Finds the standard deviation of degrees of $u$’s neighbors, and the standard deviation of degrees of $v$’s neighbors, and sums them.

- **Page Rank Sum** Measures the probability that two nodes $u$ and $v$ will be reached on a random walk through the network.

- **Eigenvector Centrality Sum** Characterizes the global prominence of a node by ranking a node by recursively computing the centralities of its neighbors (Bonacich, 2007). For a node pair $u, v$, we use the sum of their centralities as a score.

Note that for all features that we utilize in our models, we modify them to have unit mean and a standard deviation of one, as is standard in many machine learning problems.
3.4 Dynamic Temporal Feature Extraction

While we expect our basic proximity feature functions to perform fairly well as a baseline, they ignore the inherent temporal structure associated with the Pinterest network, which we imagine would be strongly correlated with process of link formation. One of our key contributions in this paper is thus defining a unique method of appropriately integrating this temporal information into our models.

Inspired by the work of (Soares and Prudêncio, 2013), we pursue a method that calculates the evolution of the topological structure of the graph over time. Intuitively, this process computes the rates of change of different characteristics of the Pinterest network. We expect, for instance, if the shortest distance between two nodes is rapidly decreasing, then eventually an edge is likely to form between them. We can thus use this knowledge to build more nuanced feature representations for candidate pairs of nodes.

We can now more formally summarize our approach as follows: We begin by taking our graph $G_{\text{train}}$, and partitioning it into $n$ intervals of time: $[G_0, G_1], [G_1, G_2], \ldots, [G_{n-1}, G_n]$, where $G_n = G_{\text{train}}$. Each interval contains the same set of nodes, as well as all edges formed prior to and during this interval. Let us also assume that we have a set of $r$ proximity functions $f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_r$ (such as those we defined earlier), where each $f$ accepts a graph, a pair of nodes, and returns a corresponding score. For each interval $[G_i, G_{i+1}]$ and for each $f_j$, we compute the following for a candidate node pair $u_k, v_k$:

$$\delta_{ijk} = f_j(G_{i+1}, u_k, v_k) - f_j(G_i, u_k, v_k)$$

This value is then appended to the feature vector for $u_k, v_k$. We thus iterate this process for every pair of nodes, every feature function, and across the different time intervals. For training, we extract these features over the first $n-1$ intervals, and then train classifiers to predict the edges formed during the last interval $[G_{n-1}, G_n]$. In order to keep dimensionality of the feature vectors constant between training and testing, this means that during testing we must sample features from intervals $[G_1, G_2]$ to $[G_{n-1}, G_n]$ of the training set. Thus, if we utilize $r$ scoring functions, the feature vector for each node pair will have dimension $r \cdot (n-1)$. A visual summary of our approach can be found in Figure 3.

We note that our approach is fundamentally different than that described in (Soares and Prudêncio, 2013). In particular, Soares et al. compute a single scalar that is the sum of edge formations and removals in a node’s immediate neighborhood over time. Our approach, on the other hand, computes changes in higher-level quantities over time across the graph, and instead of simply summing over these values, we concatenate them into a feature vector so as not to lose any information in the process. Thus, we expect that our feature vectors will be more replete with valuable information for our classifiers.

3.5 Models

In this section, we now describe the models that we use to actually predict link formation given our extracted features.

The most straightforward approach to integrate the information from our proximity functions is to simply apply each metric individually to every candidate pair of nodes in the test set, and produce a ranked list $L_p$ by sorting the scores. This method takes inspiration from the work of (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2007), where after producing the ranked list, we select the first $|E'|$ candidates as our predictions. This method thus uses each feature in isolation, and, as Liben et al. mention, the absolute performance of these simple proximity based functions will be quite coarse – but they still serves as a reasonable baseline for our experiments.

A more logical approach is to concatenate all of the scoring functions from section 3.3 into a single feature vector for each example node pair, before feed-
ing these vectors into our models, which can then be trained to output positive and negative labels appropriately. Of course, we can simply input the temporal features from section 3.4 into our classifiers directly. The key models we utilize in this experiment are shown below.

- **Logistic Regression** The first supervised approach that we apply is a max-entropy classifier, where our goal is to fit a function of the form \( h(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\theta^T x}} \) to the data.

- **Random Forest** A random forest is a collection of decision trees where each tree is trained on a random subset of the data. As an ensemble approach, random forests are especially robust to overfitting, making them useful for our potentially noisy, real-world data (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). In this paper, we use a random forest comprised of 100 decision trees.

- **K-Nearest Neighbors** Our third model is the KNN algorithm, which examines the \( k = 5 \) training examples that are closest in Euclidean distance to a query point’s feature vector, and outputs the majority label. KNN typically performs well with low-dimensional, hand-chosen features, so we expect that it might be well-suited to our task.

- **Artificial Neural Network (ANN)** One of our more advanced classifiers that we experiment with is a three hidden-layer artificial neural network, with 100, 50, and 50 nodes in each of the hidden layers, respectively. We use \( \text{tanh} \) non-linearities between each layer, and a softmax classifier at the head of the network. Given the recent effectiveness in a large range of discriminative tasks of this model, we expect that it will likewise be useful for link prediction.

- **Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES)** As described in section 2.2, Bliss et al. define a unique learning approach that uses a genetic algorithm to efficiently find weights over proximity features extracted from adjacency matrices. There are two useful properties of this algorithm – it is remarkably efficient in comparison to standard machine learning classifiers, and the magnitude of the weights that are learned have a direct correlation with the usefulness of the individual input features for prediction – therefore yielding important qualitative insights.

The method works as follows: we begin by selecting a random initially weight vector \( w \). We then repeat the following process. For \( N \) iterations:

- Generate a set of \( C \) candidates by adding “mutations” to different elements of \( w \). These mutations simply take the form of random, scaled Gaussian noise added to the individual elements of \( w \).
- For each candidate, produce a list of predictions over the training set and then compute a “fitness” score – in our case, we simply use the number of examples they classified correctly in the training set.
- Choose the candidate with the highest fitness as our new weight vector \( w \), and repeat.

### 3.6 Exploring Transitive Edge Prediction

As an interesting extension to our project, we investigate the effectiveness of our models in predicting higher-level, indirect relationships in the graph. In particular, we realize that the Pinterest graph \( G \) can in fact be broken up into three weighted “component” graphs User \((U)\), Board \((B)\), and Pin \((P)\), where each graph consists of one type of node (See Figure 4).

In this formulation, we specify a user graph \( U \), where two nodes are connected if and only if they follow at least one common board – the weight of the edge between them is the number of boards they follow in common. Likewise, two pins in graph \( P \) are connected if they are pinned to at least one common board. Lastly, two boards in \( B \) are connected if they share at least one common follower.

We see that this is an inherently interesting set of graphs, since their connectedness somehow reflects the “homogeneity” of the network – that is, the more well-connected the graph becomes, the more similar
are the nodes involved. Predicting links at this level of abstraction thus provides a slightly more global view of network movements as a whole. Thus, as a separate experiment, we apply some of the features and models described above to each of the three graphs, which are likewise separated into training and testing graphs over the given time interval. The features we utilize in this case are the standard variations of the feature functions mentioned in section 3.3 (e.g. common neighbors refers to intersection of immediate neighbors, etc.).

4 Experiments and Results

For this project, we have implemented a complete end-to-end pipeline that reads in the raw data, constructs training and testing graphs over a given timescale, extracts features, and trains all of our classifiers over the data. We implemented Bliss’s CMA-ES strategy, wrote optimized code for dynamic temporal feature extraction, and also built the three types of transitive networks $P$, $B$, $U$ from the original graph. We implemented everything ourselves using SNAP and Python – our codebase can be found on GitHub\(^1\).

One of the major challenges we encountered during experimentation was handling the sheer size of the dataset – parsing the four provided data files to create a single graph takes several hours, and the resulting graph is often so large that holding more than a year’s worth of data causes out-of-memory errors even on Stanford clusters. Additionally, running a single experiment can take up to two days. Due to hardware limitations, we thus use the edges and nodes

\(^1\)https://github.com/classicCoder16/CS224W_Project
formed in the first six months of 2013 as our data. We then define $G_{\text{train}}$ as the first four months of this data, and the subsequent two months as $G_{\text{test}}$.

We sampled a total of 20,000 positive and negative examples from $G_{\text{train}}$, and tested on 10,000 examples drawn from $G_{\text{test}}$. For each edge type we aim to predict, we train only on instances of that edge type. For temporal feature extraction, we used $n - 1 = 5$ previous time intervals to build our feature vectors.

To evaluate the performance of our classifiers, we utilize accuracy, precision, recall, and $F_1$ metrics. To evaluate our proximity functions, we simply use $F_1$ score, since evaluating these methods, as noted in (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2007), requires that we know the number of positive examples in the testing set, and the other metrics are thus not informative. Our results are shown in tables 1 through 5.

5 Discussion

As we can see, all of our models perform reasonably well over the given data, with many methods surpassing the performance of a random baseline. We first observe that our basic proximity functions obtain fair performance in predicting individual link formation. Interestingly, the scoring functions that take advantage of the unique bipartite-like structure of the Pinterest graph seem to perform optimally, such as our modified Common Neighbors approach and new Adamic-Adar measure. In contrast, the more standard functions such as Average Neighbor Degree do not fare well over this network – thus, deriving feature functions that are sensitive to the anatomy of the Pinterest graph is important.

Lending further credence to our methods, our classification models are able to effectively combine these different feature functions to achieve considerable accuracies. In particular, the random forest and neural network seem to perform consistently well, with the neural network obtaining an impressive $F_1$ score of 0.8487 on “pinned” edges, and the random forest obtaining 0.7676 on “Follows” edges over standard features. However, Bliss’s evolutionary algorithm, while comparable to the other models we experimented with, did not provide the increase in performance we expected. We do find, though, that the major benefits of this algorithm are more so its ease of interpretation and quick training times rather than sheer predictive power.

One thing we do notice from our results is that “follows” edges are seemingly much more difficult to predict than “pinned” edges, across almost all features and classifiers. This perhaps makes intuitive sense as users may be highly selective in choosing which boards they would like to follow, where as pins can rapidly be re-pinned onto different boards without as much inherent filtering. Perhaps incorporating meta-data and specific user information could improve results for these types of edges. One interesting thing we do observe though is that our features are actually seemingly expressive enough to discriminate between “follows” and “pinned” edges. To see this, we can run t-Sne (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) on the feature descriptions of pinned and follows edges in the testing set. The result is shown below, where we can see that there is somewhat of a distinction between the two types of edges:

This implies that the specific topological features of an edge varies with the specific type of the edge.

We now note from our results that, as expected, our temporal features appear to be very effective in our link prediction problem. In particular, our KNN algorithm over temporal features achieves the highest $F_1$ score for “follows” edges across all feature and classifiers, and the random forest over these features produces the second highest $F_1$ for “pinned” edges. Though the gain in performance is marginal, we believe our results are quite promising, and that our dynamic temporal feature extraction, with some parameter tuning, will be able to obtain superlative accuracies. One simple way to boost performance would be to concatenate the standard feature vectors with the temporal ones, while training on a larger number of training examples to balance the increase in dimensionality.

In order to examine the relationship between time and prediction accuracy, one interesting visualization we can produce is a heatmap of the weights learned by Bliss’s classifier over the temporal features (darker values are higher magnitudes):

Intuitively, we see that the weights learned by Bliss’s algorithm show that more recent features for
“follows” edges have a slightly higher weight than those in older time periods – thus, the recent activity of a user or board determines whether a “follows” relationship will be formed, and if we trained on a larger timescale, we would most likely notice an even sharper gradient of weight magnitudes. However, we also notice that the weight is more uniformly spread out for “pinned” edges, suggesting that these edges are not sensitive to historical changes in graph structure, and that re-pinnings are perhaps more random or spontaneous formations.

One qualitative fact that is useful to know is the type of misclassifications that our models frequently make. In particular, we can look at the false positive and negative classifications to gain an insight into our models’ learning and predictions. We first examine the a few misclassifications made by the neural network on non-temporal features, shown below (false postives on top, and false negatives on bottom):

![Graph showing shortest paths between false positive and negative edges](image)

Note how false positives are almost exclusively made of short-path candidate pairs, where as false negatives have a significant fraction of pairs of nodes that have no path between them. These results follow intuition in that our models essentially only connect nodes that are close together. In order to address these mis-classifications, it might be useful to pursue a more careful sampling procedure for training examples. In particular, we should extract negative examples that are graphically close to each other, and positive examples that, when disconnected, are far from each other on the graph. This sampling would thus allow our models to generalize better.

Finally, we note that our algorithms achieve considerable performance on the indirect graphs consisting of nodes of the same type, obtaining $F_1$ scores as high as 0.9125. This fundamentally implies that we are able to both identify relationships between each of these homogeneous entities independent of other network activity while providing interesting insight into the true structure of Pinterest. Additionally, the ability to predict associations within these latent subgraphs has powerful implications for Pinterest in how it manages the content it displays and recommends to each user. Interestingly, predicting board-board relationships appears to be a more subtle problem than prediction over user-user or pin-pin relationships – perhaps because boards can often strongly overlap in content, but users generally would like to follow boards that are similar yet sufficiently different from each other; predicting whether a pair of boards will share a common user is thus fairly subtle.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach towards link prediction over the social network underlying Pinterest. We have investigated the effectiveness of proximity-based and supervised algorithms, and have defined scoring functions designed to handle the unique anatomy of the Pinterest graph. Our dynamic temporal feature extraction obtains comparable performance to our classifiers over standard features on “pinned” edges, and obtains improved results on the inherently more difficult “follows” edges. Additionally, our ability to predict indirect graph connections with respectable accuracy shows that our models are capable of understanding higher-order relationships in a graph.

7 Future Work

There are several directions that we could pursue for the continuation of this project. First, we believe that there is significant potential to be had with our dynamic temporal feature extraction. Perhaps one of the most logical extensions is to use a sliding window approach – intuitively, our current method trains on a single set of 5 previous graph transitions to predict edges formed in the next time frame. If we could “slide” this window across different points of the Pinterest network’s history – extracting training examples over this window as we go – we might obtain more generalizable results. This approach would thus be akin to a bigram/trigram extraction used frequently in text classification. We might also consider changing the window size – our qualitative results demonstrate that more recent events are more important in determining link prediction, so perhaps
a smaller window size would increase both accuracy and efficiency.

Another key insight is that the entire Pinterest network, with regards to a single candidate node pair, can simply be represented as a vector time-series. That is, we can discretize the entire network’s history as a series of graph transitions, where each transition is defined by a particular feature vector. A worthwhile extension would thus be to train a Recurrent Neural Network (such as a Gated Recurrent Unit or Long Short-Term Memory network) over this information, given that RNNs have proven to be inherently suited for forecasting events based on temporal sequences. At each time step, we could simply input the feature vector of the corresponding graph interval, and train the RNN to predict node-pair connectivity.

Lastly, another significant extension would be to utilize predictions at the indirect graph level as features for link prediction on the original graph. That is, if we believe that two users will ultimately follow a common board in the future, this perhaps makes it more likely that a given candidate (user, board) will be connected in the eventual graph. If we could then incorporate this knowledge into the link prediction over the original network, we might be able to produce a more informed model.

In any case, we believe that there is much potential for further (P)interesting developments in this field, and we look forward to performing continued research in this domain.
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